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Let F(s, t) = P(X> s, Y r t) be the bivariate survival function which is subject to 
random censoring. Let fi”(s, t) be the bivariate product limit estimator 
(PL-estimator) by Campbell and Fljldes (1982, Proceedings International 
Colloquium on Non-parametric Statistical Inference, Budapest 1980, North-Holland, 
Amsterdam). In this paper, it was shown that f”(s, t) - F(s, t) = n-r x:=, &(s, t) + 
R&s, t), where {ii@, t)} is i.i.d. mean zero process and R,(s, t) is of the order 
0((n-t log n)‘14) a.s. uniformly on compact sets. Weak convergence of the process 
{n-’ C;=t ci(s, t)} to a two-dimensional-time Gaussian process is shown. The 
covariance structure of the limiting Gaussian process is also given. Corresponding 
results are also derived for the bootstrap estimators. The result can be extended to 
the multivariate cases and are extensions of the univariate case of Lo and Singh 
(1986, Probab. Theory Relat. Fields, 71, 455465). The estimator p”(s, t) is also 
modified so that the modified estimator is closer to the true survival function than 
fl”(s, t) in supnorm. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
The one-dimensional product limit estimator (PL-estimator) by Kaplan 
and Meier [16] has been treated extensively; e.g., Breslow and Crowley 
[3], Csbrgo and Horvdth [8], Fiildes and Rejtij [ll], Gill [12], Peterson 
[25]. Recently Lo and Singh [20]; hereafter just [20]; represent the 
PL-process as mean of i.i.d. processes with a remainder of the order 
O((n-’ log EZ)~‘~) (a.s.) uniformly on a compact interval. The functional law 
of iterated logarithm (LIL) and the weak convergence of the PL-estimator 
are all direct applications of this i.i.d. representation. 
The bivariate (or more generally, the multivariate) random censoring 
model did not appear in the literature until much later. 
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Let (Xp, Yp), i= 1, . . . . n be the lifetime vectors of n pairs of items which 
are i.i.d. with continuous survival function F(s, t) = P(X” > s, Y” > t). Let 
(Ci, Oi) be the vector of censoring times of (Xp, Yp) and (Ci, Oi) i= 1, . . . . n 
are i.i.d. with survival function G(s, t) = P(C > s, D > t). In the bivariate 
random censorship model, one observed (Xi, Y,, du, 6,,), i= 1, . . . . n, where 
Xi=min{Xo, C,}, Y,=min{ Yp, Di}, 
and 
6,i = 1 or 0 according as Xi” < C, or Xp > Ci, 
dZi = 1 or 0 according as Yp < Di or Yy > Di. 
It is assumed that (Xi”, YF) and (Ci, Di) are mutually independent, for 
i = 1, . . . . n. Let H(s, t) = P(X, > s, Yi> t) denote the survival function of 
(Xi, Yi). By independence, H(s, t) = F(s, t) G(s, t). Based on the obser- 
vations (Xi, Y,, 6ii, &) one would like to estimate F(s, t). 
Situations where estimators of the bivariate survival functions are needed 
in the presence of random censorship arise commonly in medical follow up 
for paired observations (eyes, kidneys, matched pair of treatment and 
control objects, and (pre-test, post-test) situations), and in engeneering for 
two-component system of which the two components are dependent on 
each other. Another potential application is the stochastic regression model 
where both the independent and dependent variables are subject to random 
censoring. Campbell [ 51 developed a bivariate self-consistent estimator for 
discrete times of deaths or losses. A self-consistent approach for the con- 
tinuous case has been suggested by Korwar and Dahiya [19]. Under the 
condition Ci= D;, Muiioz [23, 241 shows how to compute the two-dimen- 
sional generalization of the PL-estimator through algorithms and proves it 
is the generalized maximum likelihood estimator and its consistency. 
Hanley and Parnes [15] use the EM algorithm to treat maximum 
likelihood approaches to bivariate estimations. Tsai, Leurgans, and 
Crowley [27] also construct a family of nonparametric bivariate estimators 
from a decomposition of the bivariate survival function and shows their 
consistency. Campbell and Fiildes [7]; hereafter just [7]; construct two 
path-dependent bivariate PL-type estimators of the true survival function 
F(s, t) and establish their rates of strong uniform consistency on a compact 
set. Later on Campbell [6] showed the weak convergence of these 
bivariate PL-estimators to a Gaussian process. Horvith [13] generalizes 
the results of [7] to the multivariate case and obtains the rate of 
convergence on the Euclidean space R“. 
It is the purpose of this paper to further investigate the path dependent 
bivariate (multivariate) PL-estimator of [7]. For simplicity, we shall focus 
on the bivariate case. The multivariate case can be dealt with similarly. 
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Let p”(s, t) be the bivariate PL-estimator defined in Section 2. Let (S, T) 
be any fixed point in Rk such that H(S, T) > 0. In this paper, we shall con- 
sider the behavior of the bivariate PL-process ~~‘/~(fi,&, t) - F(s, t)) on the 
compact rectangle [0, S] x [O, fl. The results of [20] are extended to the 
multivariate case. 
In Theorem 3.1 the bivariate PL-process fiJ.s, t) - F(s, t) is expressed as 
n- ’ Cf= 1 iAs, t, P1 us a remainder of the order 0((n-’ logn)3’4) (a.s.) 
uniformly on [0, S] x [0, T], where ci(s, t) are i.i.d. random variables. The 
mean and covariance of the process ([(s, t)} can be derived from 
Proposition 3.1. The i.i.d. representations in Theorem 3.1 is useful in 
studying the large sample properties of the bivariate PL-estimator. 
Let [((s, t) = n-l C” ci(s, 1). Weak convergence of the process {n112[((s, t)} 
is shown on compact sets (Theorem 4.1), and therefore implies the 
weak convergence of the bivariate PL-process nLi2(~,Js, t) - F(s, t)) to a 
two-dimensional-time Gaussian process. Note that although the weak 
convergence of the bivariate PL-process to a Gaussian process and the 
necessary pieces for the covariance of the limiting Gaussian process were 
given in Campbell [6], the explicit structure of the limiting Gaussian 
process is first given in this paper in Proposition 3.1. The LIL on compact 
sets also follows directly which generalizes the results of [7]. 
In Sections 3 and 4 similar results are also obtained for the bootstrap 
bivariate PL-process (defined in Section 3), which provide a way to 
estimate the standard error fiJs, t) or to give a confidence interval (band) 
for qs, f). 
Since the bivariate PL-estimator p,J,(s, t) may not be a decreasing 
function of s when t is kept fixed, it is modified to be one in Section 5. The 
modified estimator F”(:,(s, t) is shown in Theorem 5.1 to be closer to the true 
life distribution than f,J.s, t). 
Some of the lengthly proofs are relegated to the appendices. 
For multivariate survival function F(s,, s2, . . . . Sk), we can define the mul- 
tivariate PL-estimator by conditioning argument similar to that of F,&, t). 
See Horvlth [13, p. 2033 for such extension. Let fi”(s,, . . . . sk) denote the 
multivariate PL-estimator so defined. All the results in this paper can be 
generalized to pJ,(s,, . . . . sk) with similar arguments. 
While this paper deals only with the multivariate random censoring 
model it is possible to extend the results to the multivariate competing risk 
models. 
2. DEFINITION OF ESTIMATOR 
Two path-dependent PL-estimators are introduced in Section 2 of [7]. 
We shall consider only one of them in this paper as the other can be 
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treated with symmetric argument. We shall estimate F(s, t) based on the 
fact that F(‘(s, t) = F(s, 0) J’(t 1 s), where F(t 1 s) = P( Y” > t 1 X0 > s). Let 
N,(s, t)=N(s, t)= i Z(Xj>S, Y,>f) 
r=l 
c$(s, t) = I(& < s, Yi > t, 6,i = l), i=l,2 n, 7 “., 
~,(s,t)=Z(X,>s, Y,<t,6,=1), j = 1, 2, . ..) n, 
where I( .) is the indicator function. To estimate F(s, 0), project all points 
(Xi, Yi) vertically onto the X-axis and ignore the Yi values. Let FJs, 0) be 
the one-dimensional PL-estimator of F(‘(s, 0) based on (Xi, 6,,), i= 1, . . . . n. 
That is, 
if s < Xc+ 
otherwise, 
where Xt,,,=maxl.,.. {Xi}. 
To estimate F(t Is), project all points (Xi, Y,) for which X,>s horizon- 
tally to the line X= s, and ignore the Xi values. Let r’,( t 1 s) be the one- 
dimensional PL-estimator of F(t 1 s) based on ( Yi, S,,), for which Xi > s. 
That is, 
N(s, Yj) W,‘) 
N(s, Yj) + 1 ’ 
if t < Y&s) 
otherwise, 
where YCn)(s)=maxrGiG. { Yi: Xi>s}. 
Our estimator of F(s, t) is @,Js, 0) p”(t) s), which is the product of two 
one-dimensional PL-estimators. Note that FJs, t) may not be a survival 
function as mentioned in Section 6 of [7] but is close to the bivariate 
survival function E 
3. I. I.D. REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section, the results of Theorem 1 of [20] are first extended in 
Lemma 3.1 to conditional survival functions and then in Theorem 3.1 to 
bivariate survival functions. For the bivariate case, we shall consider the 
bootstrap method [lo] of drawing random samples (with replacement) 
(Xi*, Yi*, Sz, 62), i= 1, . . . . n from the population sZ* = {(Xi, Yi, dli, 6,,); 
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i = 1, . . . . n}, giving each element in sZ* equal chance (l/n) at each draw. 
The bivariate PL-estimator &+(s, r) is then constructed as F,Js, t) but using 
the bootstrap sample {(XT, Y,*, S:i, 6s)) i= 1, . . . . n instead; thus 
Qys, t)=~~(s,O)~~(tI.s). 
We shall adopt the notations of Section 1 for the bivariate censor model, 
and define 
H(tIs)=P(Y>tIX>s), 
H,(tIs)=P(Y>t, 6,= 1 IX>s), 
H,,(s,t)=P(X>s, Y>1,6,=1), 
H,&, ?)=P(X>.Y, Y>f,6,=1) 
H,,(s, t) = P(X> s, Y > t, 6, = 1, 6, = 1). 
(3.1) 
For positive reals x, y, s, t, and 6,) 6, taking values 0 or 1, let 
t(x,S,,s)= -[g(x A s)+ [H(x,O)]-‘Z(x<s and 6,= l)], (3.2) 
where g(x) = j$ [H(s, 0)] -’ dH,,(s, 0), and 
L(Y, 62, t)= -MY * t)+ CfKYIs)l-‘KY< t, a,= 111, (3.3) 
where g,(u) = f;; [H(I, I s)] -* dH,(y I s). Let (S, T) be any point with 
H(S, T) > 0. Let m, = x1= 1 Z(Xi > s), rnt = x1= 1 Z(Xi* > s). 
LEMMA 3.1. (a) logf,JtIs)-logF(tIs) = m;’ x:=1 c,(Yi,82i,t) 
z(xi>s) + RJtIs), dm SuP~c~~s,o~~~~lR,(tls)l = O((n-‘logn)3’4) 
as. 
(b) log@(tIs)-log~,,(tIs) = m:-‘C;cl [t,(YF,Sz, t)Z(XF>s)- 
5s(Yi, b2i3 t) I(xi>S)l +R:(fIsh where S~po~~~s,o~~~T IR,*(tls)l = 
O,*( (n - l log n)3’4) as., where P* stands for the bootstrap probability. 
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix I. 1 
Let v(x, Y, a,, d2, s, t) = <(x3 J,, s) + [H(s, 0)1-l 5,(y, a,, t) Z(X>S). 
We have 
THEOREM 3.1. (a) log$,Js, t)-log F(s, t) = n-l C;=1 q(Xi, Yi, ali, 
b2iy S, t) + R,(s, t), where 
Sup IR,(s, t)l = O((n-’ log n)3’4) a.s. 
OdSbS,O<I~ T 
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(b) F&J)-F(s,t) = n lFtst r, Cr= ] ‘Itxj, y,, blj, d*i,s, f, + RL(st r)3 
where 
Sup pq(s, t)l = O((n-’ log n)3’“) a.s. 
O<S<S,O<f<T 
Sup IR*( n 3, t)l = O,*((n-’ log n)3’“) a.s. 
OCsSS,O<r<T 
Proof of (a). Theorem 1 of [20] and Lemma 3.1 imply that 
=?I -’ i ((Xj,61i,S)+m,1 PI 
i=l 
iJI, ls( yi, d2i, l) z(xi > S) + R,l(s, t), 
=tl -’ i Vtxi, yi, 61i, 6 2iY $3 t) + el,(s, t) + R&, t), 
i= 1 
where ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ IR,,i(s, t)l = O((n-’ log n)““) as., and R,Js, t)= 
{n/m,- [Ws, O)l-‘} K’C~=l t,y(yi, a*j, t) Z(Xi>s). 
It is easy to see at this stage that, Rm2(s, t) = O(n ~’ log log n) a.s. for 
each (s, t). To show that it holds uniformly for 0 < s < S, 0 < t < T, we shall 
apply the functional LIL due to Dudley and Philipp [9, Theorem 4.11. 
Let Zi= <,( Yi, 62i, t) Z(X; > s), Zi takes values in O[O, S] x D[O, T] 
under the sup norm 11 (1 on [0, S] x [0, T], and S, = J$‘= i Zj. It is 
clear that E JIZll12 < co, and hence Condition (4.2) of Dudley and 
Philipp is satisfied. Condition (4.1) is satisfied due to the tightness of 
the process n - 1’2Sn which is shown in Theorem 4.1 of the next section. 
It then follows from Theorem 4.1 of Dudley and Philipp [9] that 
IIS,,/nII =O((n-110glogn)1’2) a.s. Also SupocsGs In/m,- [H(s,O)]-‘1 = 
O((n-’ log log H)“~) a.s. from the LIL for empirical distribution and the 
fact that H(S, 0) > 0. We have thus shown that 
Sup (Rn2(s, t)l = O(n-’ log log n) a.s. 
O~s~S,O.sr~T 
Part (a) now follows with R,(x, t) = R,,(s, t) + R&s, t). 
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Proof of (b). Let Zi= q(Xi, Yi, hIi, dzi, s, t). It can be checked easily 
that Zi is uniformly bounded on [0, S] x [0, r]. Applying Theorem 4.1 of 
Dudley and Philipp [9] once more, we have 
sup n-l f rltxj, yi, dli, 6 2i,s, t) =O((n-‘loglogn)‘~2) a.s. 
o<s<s,oar<r i=l 
(b) then follows from (a) and the two-term Taylor’s expansion of &‘,Js, t) - 
F(s, t) = exp[log FJs, t)] - exp[log F(s, t)]. 
Proof of (c). Using Theorem 1 of [20] and Lemma 3.1(b) the proof 
follows by mimicking the proofs of (a) and (b). i 
The next LIL follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 by applying 
Theorem 4.1 of Dudley and Philipp [9]. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Under the condition of Theorem 3.1, 
(4 Sup o~~ss,o~~~ T IFAS, t) -Ft.% t)l = O((n-’ log log n)lj2) as. 
tb) Sup o~~~s,o~,~~-IQYS, t)-F”(S, t)l =O,.((n~‘loglogn)‘~*)a.s. 
Note that Corollary 3.1(a) was also obtained in [7] but part (b) has 
never been shown to the best of our knowledge. 
Let h, t) = CO’, Y, 6,, d2, s, t) and f((s, t), ts’, 0) = Cov(rl(s, t), 
q(s’, t’)). The mean and covariance structure of the process {~(s, t)} is 
given in the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (a) E(t&r, t)) =0 
(b) Assume SQS’, 
f((s, t), (s’, t’)) = -g(s) + II + [H(S, O)] ~ l 
X 
ii 
hWW(Yl4-* gsb * f)dH,(yls) 
0 
- I ; Cff(~Is)l-’ g,,(yA f)dff,(yls’) 
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where 
II = [H(s, O)] -1 
1 
J dx A 3’) g,(.Y A t) dfw, y) 
[s. m ) x (0.32) 
Proof: (a) 
= 0, 
since both expectations above are zero by [20]. 
(b) Follows by direct computations and is available in Lo and Wang 
[21, Appendix II]. Due to the conditional argument in <,( Y, 6,, t), the 
covariance structure of the bivariate case is much more complicated than 
the univariate case. 1 
When s= s’, the covariance structure in (b) is much simpler, and we 
have 
COROLLARY 3.2. (a) T((s, t), (s, t’)) = -[g(s) + g,(t A t’)]. 
(b) Var(rl(s, t)) = -[g(s) + s,(t)l. 
Proof: It can be checked easily from the proof in Appendix II of Lo 
and Wang [21] that the second term II of r( (s, t), (s’, t’)) vanishes when 
s = s’. The rest of the proof follows immediately. 1 
4. WEAK CONVERGENCE 
Let ?A39 f)=?(X,, Yip J,j, 62i3 $2 f ) ,  #(S, t)=n-' Cy=* 4j(& t ) ,  lj(% t)= 
&, f)  rli(s, t ) ,  kc t)  = OS, 0 rib f)  and tl:(s, t ) ,  rl*(s, t ) ,  LYs, t ) ,  C*(s, t)  be 
their bootstrap counterparts. We shall show the weak convergence (on 
O[O, S] x O[O, T]) of the multiparameter stochastic processes nl/*q(s, r), 
n”*[(~, t) and their bootstrap counterparts to Gaussian processes, where 
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weak convergence of stochastic processes on D[O, S] x D[O, T] is defined 
as in Section 3 of Campbell [6]. The proof is based on the same argument 
as in Campbell [6] who first showed the weak convergence of the bivariate 
product limit process n”*(F,J’,(s, t)--F(s, t)) to a Gaussian process. 
THEOREM 4.1. The processes {n”‘ij(s, t)} and {n”‘[ij*(s, t)-q(s, t)]} 
both converge weakly on D[O, S] x D[O, T] to a mean zero Gaussian 
process Z(s, t) with couariunce structure Cov(Z(s’, t’), Z(s, t)) = r((s’, t’), 
(ST t)). 
Proof Let e(s) = (l/n) I;=, {(A’,, dIi, s) and F(s, t) = (l/n) 
CT= 1 [H(s, 0)] -l. <,( Yi, 62i, t) Z(Xi > s), SO that V(S, t) = [(s) + W(S, I). Let 
H,(s, t) = (l/n) C;=, Z(Xi > s, Y, > t) and HJs, t) = (l/n) Cy=, Z(Xi > s, 
Yi > t, 62i = 1) be the empirical distribution and subdistribution functions. 
From (3.3), we have 
I?+, t)= -;,f [joy’A’H-2(s, y)dH,(s, y) 
1=1 
+zr’(s, Yi)z(Yi<t,d,=l) 1 Z(Xi>S) 
=- j; H-*(s, Y) H,(s, Y) dH,(s, Y)+ j; H-k Y) dH,,(s> Y) 
= - ; H-*(s> y)CHn(s, Y) - Ws, ~11 dH,(s> Y) I 
+ j; H-k Y) dCH,,r(s, Y) - H,(s, ~11 
= - ; H-*(s, Y)CH,(S, Y)--H(s, ~11 dH,b, Y) s 
+ rff,,ts, t)- ff,(s, t)l H-Y& t) 
- ; CH,,(s, Y) - H,(s, ~11 dH-‘@, Y), s 
and this is just n -1’2[A2n(f) + BZn(f)] on page 252 of Campbell [6], where 
t = (s, t). 
Similarly, one can show that [(s, t) = n-“*[Aln(f) + B,,(t)] as defined 
on page 251. The weak convergence of n”* f(s, t) now follows from the 
proof of Theorem 1 of Campbell [6]. The weak convergence of the 
bootstrap process n”*[f*(s, t) - q(s, t)] to a Gaussian process follows 
from similar arguments as in Sections 3 and 4 of Campbell [6]. To show 
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that it converges to the same Gaussian process Z(s, t) one only need to 
check that the finite dimensional distribution n”*[f*(s,, ti) - rj(s,, ti)], for 
some { (si, ti), 1 < i< k}, converges to the k-variate Gaussian distribution 
with mean zero and covariance matrix (T(si, ti), (s,, t,)). This follows 
directly from the bootstrap central limit theorem for sample means 
[l or 26-J. The theorem is thus completed. 1 
COROLLARY 4.1. The processes n”*(pJs, t) - F(s, t)) and n”‘(~~(s, t) - 
$,,(s, t)) both converge to the two-parameter Gaussian process with mean zero 
and covariance F(s, t) F(s’, t’) Q(s, t), (s’, t’)). 
We have thus shown that the bootstrap method works under the 
bivariate random censorship model, which provides a way to estimate the 
standard error of $‘,Js, t) or to construct a confidence interval (band) for 
F(s, t). This is most valuable since the covariance structure of f,,(s, t) is 
very complicated as shown in Proposition 3.1. 
5. MODIFIED ESTIMATORS 
The bivariate PL-estimator $,,(s, t) defined in Section 1 may not be a 
survival function. Examples are given in [7, 51. What happens is that 
although fi,,(s, t) is a non-increasing function of t when s is kept fixed, it 
may not be non-increasing function of s when t is kept fixed. We shall 
modify $J’,(s, t) so that it is a monotone function of s and t when the other 
is kept fixed and this modified estimator is closer to the true survival 
function &(s, t) than F,(s, t) in supnorm distance. 
For any 0 < s < co, 0 < t < co, define F,,(s, t) = Sup,. as p,Js’, t). Note that 
FJs, t) is a step function and 
F”‘,(S, t) = &‘,(s, Yi) = Sup RA’,(x,, Y,), for yiGt<yi+l. 
‘k 3 s 
Hence F”(s, t) can be computed from ~,,(s, t) in finite steps. 
It is clear that F,Js, t) >F,Js’, t) for s’>s. For t’a t, F,,(s, t) = 
Sup,. B s f"(S', t) 2 SUP,,,, p,,(s’, t’) = ~Js’, t’). Hence the modified estimator 
p,,(s, t) is a decreasing function componentwise. 
For each s, let x, be the xi such that F,,(s, t)=fn(xj, t)= 
Sup XkTs ~Jx,, t). Since p,Js, t) d ~Js, t) and F(s, t) 2.(x,, t), we obtain 
I$, t) - F(s, t) < FJS, t) - F(s, t) < &(x,, t) - F(xs, t). 
It then follows immediately that 
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THEOREM 5.1. 
sup l&h t) - F(s, t)l ,< sup IF”@, t) - F(s, t)l. 
OCs,r<m o<s.r<m 
Theorem 5.1 implies that, for any &=o(n1’2), 
in probability. (5.1) 
It is not clear yet whether 1, can be taken at the rate of n”2. We conjecture 
that (5.1) holds for 2, = ,li2 under some strict uniform monotonicity of 
F(s, t), and hence n1’2([,Js, t) - F(s, t)) converges weakly to the same 
Gaussian process as n’/*(F,(s, t) - F(s, t)) does. It is also worth noting that 
although the modified estimator F,,(:,(s, t) is monotone componentwise, it 
may not be a bivariate survival function. 
6. DISCUSSIONS 
After completing this research we become aware of some related results 
of Burke [4] and Horvath and Yandell [14]. The former derived a strong 
approximation by a sequence of Gaussian processes of the bivariate 
product-limit processes n”*(p,, - F) with a remainder term of 
0{ n - ‘I6 log n} uniformly on compact sets. The covariance function of the 
limiting Gaussian processes was obtained in Burke [4] for the case where 
x and c are independent while we present the covariance function for 
any bivariate distribution. The second paper gave the bootstrap counter- 
part of the strong approximation of Burke’s result with a remainder term of 
op( 1). The present paper gives the i.i.d. representations for both the 
bivariate product-limit process and its bootstrap version and obtains 
remainder terms of a smaller order O((n-’ log n)““). While the other two 
papers utilized the strong approximation techniques due to Komlos, 
Major, and Tusnady [18], we adopted a conventional approach to 
asymptotic theory. For most practical purposes results in all three papers 
are similar. Burke [4] and Horvath and Yandell [ 14) assume that the cen- 
soring distribution G(s, t) is continuous while our results hold for arbitrary 
censoring distribution G(s, t). 
Although the results in this paper refer to the bivariate case, they can be 
incorporated easily to the multivariate case. Let F(s,, s2, . . . . s,J be the mul- 
tivariate survival function of interest and ~,Js,, s2, . . . . sk) be its multivariate 
PL-estimator as defined on page 203 of Horvath [13]. Using the con- 
ditioning argument of this paper, one can obtain the multivariate version of 
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Theorem 3.1 and hence all the results thereafter. The covariance structure 
in Proposition 3.1 will be much more complicated than the bivariate case 
as expected. 
APPENDIX I : PRWF OF LEMMA 3.1 
Define the following empirical survival functions: 
H,(s, t)=n-’ f Z(Xi>S, Y,>l), hence m, = nH,(s, 0), 
i=l 
H,(tIs)=my’ f Z(Xi>s, Yi>t), 
i=l 
H,,(t 1 s) = m; ’ f Z(Xi > s, Yj > 2, 6,, = 1). 
i= 1 
Let 
R,,(cls)=log~~(lls)-jd CH,(yls)l-‘dH,,(yls), 
ww=J-; wc(Yl~w- Cml~w) dH,(YlS) 
- 
Mlls)=j; wMYl~)l~‘- Cf4.YI~w) 4fJ,,(YI~)-~,(yl~)). 
Part 1 
Proof of Lemma 3.1 (a). 
H,(tIs)=P(Y>t,6,=1IX>s) 
=P(YO>t, Y0<Dp-5-s, C>s) 
=- 
s m Wls)W~lsh where G(tIs)=P(D>tIC>s). I 
Hence dH,(tIs)=G(tIs).dF(tIs). As a result 
loms)=Jbr c~(Yl~)l-‘mYl~) 
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It can be checked easily as in the proof of Theorem 1 of [20] that 
m;l f: 5sCyi, 8*i, r, z(xi>s) 
i= 1 
= s ; CwYl.m-2 CfKYl~)-~n(Yl~)l dHI(YlS) 
+I; CH(yIs)l-‘d(H,,(yIs)-H,(yIs)). 
Hence 
log~n(t~s)-logF(t~s)=R”,(t~s)+m,’ f t,(Yi,82i, t)z(Xj>s) 
i= 1 
+ Uf I s) + R”3(f Is)* 
From (8) of [20], for any Ods<S, Sup,.,..lR,,(tls)l=O(m;‘) as. 
Since m, > m, for any 0 <s < S, and m, = O(n) as., we have 
Sup I&(~l~)i = O(n 
O<s<S,O$r<T 
Next, consider R,,(t Is), 
R*(tls)l= J1: Cff(yI+KAyl~)l* cH?z(y 
-1 
1 a.s. 
G Sup IfJ(yl~)-~n(~I~)12~ inf LH,(~ls).H*(~ls)l. 
O<Y<T O<.VCT 
(A.1) 
By triangular inequality, 
Sup IWYIs)-H,(YIs)l 
OCs~S,Oby~T 
G SUP ws, O)- 1 [1lW, Y) - H,(s, Y)l + W,(s, 0) - m ONI 
O~s~S,O~y<T 
= O((n-’ log log n)“*) as., 
from the law of iterated logarithm for empirical distribution functions (see 
Kiefer [ 171). 
Since both H(y I s) and H,(y I s) are bounded away from zero (a.s.) (A.l) 
implies that 
Sup IRn2(tls)l =O(n-‘loglogn) as. 
0<3<S,O<f$T 
683/28/2-4 
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It only remains to prove 
Sup IRn3(tls)l =O((n-’ logn)3’4) a.s. (A.21 
O<s<S.OQr< T 
We shall first assume that G is also continuous (and hence H is con- 
tinuous). Let 
k, = O( (n/log Q2), Y, =Q yk.+l=T. 
Partition the interval [0, T] into subintervals [y,, yi+,], i= 1, . . . . k,, such 
that H(0, yi) - H(0, yi+ i) = O((C’ log n)“‘), and hence both H(s, yi) - 
H(s, y,+i) and H(y,ls)-H(y,+,Is) are O((n-110gn)“2) uniformly in s. 
The rest of the proof of (A.2) is similar to that of Lemma 2 of [20] and 
details are available in Appendix I of Lo and Wang [21]. 
Part 2 
Proof of Lemma 3.1(b). Define H,*(s,r), H,*(tls), and HiX(tls) as 
H,(s, t), H,,(t I s), H,,(t 1 s) by using the bootstrap sample instead. For 
example, 
H,z(t(s)=[m,*]-’ t Z(X*>s, Y*>r,dz=l). 
i=l 
By the same argument as the proof of Lemma 3.1(a) above and Theorem 1 
in [20], we have the bootstrap version 
Sup log#z(rls)-ii [H,*(yls)]~‘dH,:(yls)~ =O,.(n-‘) a.s. 
OCs<.s,O$r< T 
Since Sup, G~Gs.o~~~TIL(S, t)l =O(n-‘) as., we arrive at 
log F;( t I s) - log F”( t 1 s) 
= I ; w3Yl~)l-‘- wn(Yl4-‘) dff,3YlS) 
+J: C~,O,l~~l-‘~~~~X~~l~~-~,,~yl~~~+~,~~~~~~ a.s. 
=I+II+O,*(n-‘) a.s., 
where G,.(n-‘) holds uniformly on [0, S] x [0, T]. 
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Mimicking the proof of (a) for Rn3(t 1 s), we have 
+ O,.((n-’ log n)3’4) as. 
= s ; C~“~~I~~-~,*~~I~~lC~,~l/l~~l-2~~,,~~I~~ 
+ O,,(n-’ log n) + O,.((n-’ log n)3/4) as. 
= I 1 C~“~YI~~-~,*~YI~~lC~~YI~~l-2~~,,~YI~~ 
+ O,,((n-’ log n)3/4) a.s. (A.31 
The last two equalities follow by similar argument as R,,(t I S) in 
Lemma 3.1(a). Mimicking the proof of Lemma 3.1(a) for R,,(tls) once 
more, we have 
11=Sr[H(yIs)]-‘d(H,:(y/s)-H,.(yIs))+O,.((n-1logn)3’4) a.s. 
0 
(A.4) 
Lemma 3.1(b) now follows from (A.3) and (A.4) since all the O,.( .) terms 
hold uniformly on [0, S] x [0, T]. 1 
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